Power Local M e d i a

Powerlocalmedia is ready day one with an experienced marketing East/West coast based USA PR digital
marketing team
Need a Custom Quote?
Email: Marketing@powerlocalmedia.com
Website: https://www.powerlocalmedia.com
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Develop Key Client
messaging, target
B2B groups,
priority Media
channels for client
features,
i ntervi ews, p res s
rel ease d i strib ution
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Design &Edit
Client marketing
videos

Design client
landing
pages.
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Design & edit webinar

Research client target market. Convert target market leads to warm
leads
Trade Show, Conference, Exhibit Speaker expert speaker
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opportunities. We provide Client outreach in the USA (Global if needed) community
for expert speaker appearances. Trade show/exhibit staff support teams available.
Distribution plan
We use the PESO model, P. E.S.O =paid-earned-shared-owned
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model.
This ensures our clients a broad distribution approach.

Create a channel strategy and use an editorial calendar
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We:

Different audiences have different channel selection
preferences.
Which audience do you reach best via which channel?
We will customize the format, length,
a nd tona lity of your messa g e b a sed on
the p la tforms you selec t.

Create your story Prepare your contact
lists Write your press release
Prepare distribution Monitor and
follow up Analyze and evaluate

Our Team Is There To:
Record the main points or key messages.
Design and Create newsworthiness and
editorial value.
Design and Create subheadings to help
give the reader a quick overview.

Analyze and evaluate to measure the effectiveness
of the PR campaign
Engagement
Lead Generation

We Compare results starting with the first campaign as a baseline to measure the next/following campaigns,
looking at:
What went well? What didn't? More importantly, what can we you do better next time?

City Blockchain Summit NFT Workshop
Simple ways to start with Non-fungible token

DNA Agency is our Co-NFT Workshop host in Los Angeles. Book a private workshop today for your business or
organization! Check out our NFT Showcase!

DNA Agency is a CEOSocial.io strategic partner. CEOSocial.io is for CEO's with Time Sensitive projects that need to market and
promote their business to attract HNW Investors and strategic partners in person and virtually.

Today’s roadmap

• Welcome& intro
• NFT marketplace - what and why
• Elements needed to start
• NFT demonstration
• Questions
• Summary and close

CAPABILITIES KIT
HISTORY

2022

PRODUCTS

Each member of your target audience is as
unique as their own DNA, which is why
Digital Niche Agency was founded in 2014
by a team of marketing experts that live and
breathe digital marketing. Digital Niche
Agency sets out to help its clients
successfully reach their niche audiences
across the complex global digital landscape
and has worked with over 400 brands,
including 200+ funding campaigns.

Finding Commonality in
a World of Individuals

#1 Blockchain Advertising
Team
In the journey of a Crowdfunding Launch, moving
beyond planning, paid advertising is instrumental
to activating scalable traffic sources to hit goal
metrics.
This is where DNA comes in, with a unique
portfolio of investor acquisition experience on
emerging campaigns. We have invested in the
development of custom data that includes
Blockchain
enthusiast,
Traders,
equity
crowdfund and accredited investor audiences
to target for our clients. The team has a history of
effectiveness in sharing the story of products and
offerings,to engage a community.

What We Do
DN A acquires investors for brands
with a well mapped out strategy,
activating across the following tactics:

1.

Content Marketing

2.

Digital Advertising

3.

Strategic Outreach

Along with custom, creative project
offerings, as needed.

Successful Marketing Formula
Clear Value Proposition
Clear Investor Landing Page, Product,Team,& Social Proof

Engaging Content
Video, BlogArticles, Social Posts, Email Newsletters, Community Management

Audience Building
Predictor of total investment amounts, speaking to the value of social/email
audiences

3rd Party Validation
Publisher, Influencers, Groups speaking highly of the product offering

Scalable Traffic Sources
PaidAdvertising, Sponsored Content, Influencers with analytics to identify pockets
of performance that can be increased

Preparation Process
Step 1: Preparation
● Forward any / all business background materials that you believe would

be helpful in DNA gaining a better understanding of your business

Step 2: Engagement Kickoff:
●DNA will lead an introductory kick off call with the Client team members

to discuss:
○Required materials
○Timelines
○Reporting
○Schedule of ongoing communication

Step 3: Ongoing Management
●Check-in calls
●Reporting

Service Overview

Marketing Funnel
Development
Portals recommend an email drip system to 1st
degree connections (including clientele),
prospects, and investors. DNA anticipates 7-17
touchpoints pre conversion. Here is how to
approach the task of building a Content
Marketing funnel to increase conversion

Vi deo Ad

Landing Page

rates…
●Competitor Audit
●Publisher, Influencer, & Strategic Partner

Map
●Content Strategy, User Journey, & Calendar
●Landing Page Development
●Interview Video Recording and Editing
●Splinter Video to create ads and content
assets
●Email Drip Writing and Setup
●Channel Distribution Recommendations

Em ail Drip

The 8-Point Digital Plan (4-6 Weeks)
1.

Industry Analysis - Real-time Assessment of all relevant industries.

2.

Competitor Marketing Audit -

Analysis of tactics, messaging,

and frequency.

3.

Target Market Profiles -

Key audience demographics, behaviors,

and touch points depicted down to the Audience Persona level.

4.

Marketing Channels - Recommendations on which paid and organic
channels will perform best for the offering, including strategy for each.

5.

Creative -

Complete allocation of creative assets for all assigned

channels.

6.

Strategic Partnerships sequence.

Prospective Map and Messaging

7.

Budget Allocations -

Algorithmic Projections for each paid and

organic channel.

8.

Activation List -

Review of Plan with direct action steps throughout

campaign timeline.

Read more in Forbes (Part 1, Part 2)

Research Reporting (week 1-2)
We begin by doing in-depth market research into the market. The due diligence
consists of many Google searches, checking site analytic tools, calling marketing
vendors, reviewing opportunities and defining a clear market landscape. From the info
we create 4 reports – Competitor Audit, SWOT Analysis, Target Market Insights, and
Industry Analysis.

Industry Analysis and Market Growth
Overall Industry stats and metrics to setup structure of the entire plan

Competitor Audit
Thorough reports on direct competitors marketing activations and comparable
offerings

SWOT Analysis
Application of Audits to define values and positioning

Target Market Insights
Niche Global Audience study to be used for Primary and Secondary User Modeling

Modeling (week 3)
Once we have gone thorough analysis and have physical analytics, we can then begin
to build an accurate model.

Target Market Personas (Key Customers)
In preparation of marketing vendor relationships and overall strategy,
development of Global
Investor Demographics, Psychographics and Behavior of target markets

Marketing Model
Integrating with team to compare different channel, creative, and traffic funnel
models based on market research findings

Channel & Vendor Analysis
Evaluation of Advertising platforms, networks, placements, and programs where
best results can be produced.
This may include Search Engines, Social Platforms, Business Directories, Email, Press
Releases, Media Sites, Apps, etc.

Vendor Outreach
Calls, Meetings, Proposals, and Negotiating with potential Vendors to establish rates

Marketing Strategy Lay-Out (week 4-6)
Once the model is refined, we build out a digital Marketing strategy that is fully
prepared to activate. From there, we create a rough projection/forecast. i.e. what does
it look like when we have $50m in Users, etc.

Strategic Partnership Target List
Building hit list of global primary partners for Content Distribution,Traffic, Data,
B2B Deals, Co-Branding, and other opportunities that will increase pipelines

Marketing Plan Edits
Finalizing all tactics within the overall strategy to provide you with a fully comprehensive
roadmap on how to market the business effectively

Final Draft
Presentation, detailed overview, and training of every line of the marketing plan

Strategy Activation (post-contract option)
The final phase is the implementation and facilitation of marketing activities on behalf ofyour brand.
• Strategic Partnership Seeding
• Full Activation of Marketing Plan
• Launching Customer Acquisition Channels to funnel traffic/users in
• Managing all relationships and communications
• W eekly Reporting of Analytics
• Future planning and Recommendations

Content Marketing Funnel
The distribution of good, engaging content that has been designed to stimulate social
shares and coverage from publishers and influencers. Here is how to approach the task
of building a Content
Marketing funnel to increase conversion rates…

●Competitor Audit
●Publisher,

Influencer,

&

Strategic

Partner Map
●Content Strategy, User Journey, &
Calendar
●Development
(graphic,
meme,
infographic, etc.)
● Distribute across each selected channels
and to all targets on map
●Manage

responses

communications
●Boost
content
views/engagements

and

for

further

Programmatic Display
Banners
Ad Exchanges allows buyer to access

ad units at a

wholesale, discounted rate across thousands of

sites at once, while targeting very specific audiences
leveraging data sources of Demographics and Behaviors.
In addition to an endless list of popular Mainstream and
Vertical specific Publishers, both with loyal communities
and scalable digital advertising placements…Contextual
targeting provides the ability to buy

alongside

articles featuring keywords relevant to your
offering, as well.
Unlike other channels, creative design executions can
truly shine in the Display world and your brand can be
associated with the top publishers and content, while ads
can be customized for each individual

audience,

everywhere they go online.
The

biggest

advantage

to

Programmatic

is

the

machine learning technology applied to billions of
available impressions, each day.
Ultimately, display campaigns can be scaled unlike other
channels.

Social Advertising
Buying Media is a scalable tactic that
allows brands to be seen by their precise
target audience, customized creative with
adverts, and drive them down a strategic
funnel. Market testing, optimizations,
and expansions are systematic in a
digital ad campaign, which is why this
approach fuels the revenue models of the
majority of media and is so quickly
effective….
●Draft A/B tests of Audiences leveraging

data
●Direct
Response Ad Messaging
development
●Identify Top Channels and Placement

●Optimizing of Targeting, Ads, and Landing

Pages
●Analysis of Post-Landing Page Funnel
●Conversion Cost & Return on Ad Spend
Tracking
●Scaling performing segment to hit milestone

Native Advertising
Advertising that matches the form and function
of the platform upon which it appears.
Meaning, DNA can post Article Headlines
about your campaign on top Media sites and
Search Engines (News Sections) on a Cost per
Click basis. CPC’s can range from $0.20 $0.75 and clicks can take visitors to a provided
URL to landing page.
Engaging users with content based ads is
producing great performance for advertisers,

strong
approval
from
publishers
(many
now how to leverage into performance
offering 10-20% of all content
as sponsored placements),
and high engagement from
users.

Influencer
Marketing
DNA has seen great success
from Content Distribution via
Influencers
and we
have built a
program
focused specifically on
forming these relationships
and getting the best rates on
Influencer posts. We use this

10 Influencer Posts
5.1m Impressions
24,849 Engagem ents

120 Inf luencer Posts
46m Impressions
296,217 Engagements

$0.09 per Engagem ent
$0.54 CPM
15k new Followers

methodology to contact Social Influencers with 60k - 2m
followers, per social channel.
Once influencers have been identified and the campaign
goes live, we receive post confirmation and document the
performance of each activation. We aim to get 1 new
influencer per day, with initial budgets, and can scale
results/time/budget per responsive results.

SearchAdvertising
DNA is a Google Partner and feature a
Google
Specialist, which is far beyond the standard
Google Certification. Our algorithmic process
has surpassed performance goals for brands
who have run PPC for years...
●Keyword Research for relevant placements
●Direct Response Ad Messaging development
●Top Placement on Targeted Searches

●Optimizing of Keywords, Ads, and

Audiences
●Analysis of Landing Pages
●Conversion and ROI Tracking
●Scaling pockets of performance
●Google Reps to support with breakdowns

Landing Page
Optimization
The biggest variable in marketing traffic
algorithms is generally the conversion rate.
DNA highly recommends the creation of a
conversion focused landing page for your
campaign, multiple variants for testing, and a
continued optimization process. The campaign
can be directed to a provided URL or
DNA can ...
●Offer multiple Landing Page Templates
●Collect and/or Create Content for placement
●Submit Landing Page draft for approval
●Perform requested edits
●Launch Landing Page in multiple formats

●Optimize to increase Conversion Rate

Investor B2B Outreach –
LinkedIn
Find the exact individuals, by title, at the majority of
companies in your target Strategic Partner or direct
Investor opportunity list online. Here is how to connect
and engage with your target at a
rate that is significantly higher than direct outreach on
other channels.
●Industry Research

●

Build list of Prospects by LinkedIn Profiles

●

Invite 100 prospects to Connect each day

●

Seeking 20%Accept Rate (20 per day, 400 per
month)

●

Send Conversational Message and Manage
Replies

●

Follow up with sequence of 3+ Weekly Messages to setup a call or direct to your funnel ●
Anticipating a 10-20% response rate

●

Measure lead performance by audience targeting and replicate on next set of out reach,
while adding multiple channel touchpoints for prospects

DNA Publisher Partners

Recent Blockchain Projects
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